This breathtaking volume boldly, cheerfully, and blankly stares back across the stunningly mellow life and times of Zonker Harris. From his Californian-American roots to his legendary status as surfer, nanny, and former sun god, his career trajectory has unfailingly carried him deeper into the homegrown heart of the American daydream. Softcover, 9-in. x 11-in., 288 pages, PC/PB&W. Cover price $19.95. We Buy Comics. Read unlimited* books and audiobooks on the web, iPad, iPhone and Android. Dude: The Big Book of Zonker. Flashbacks: Twenty-Five Years of Doonesbury. The Sandbox: Dispatches. You've reached the end of this preview. Sign up to read more! Start your free trial. Page 1 of 1. Later, leveraging his political cluelessness, Zonker served on the disastrous Duke2000 presidential campaign. A devoted foot soldier in the war against AIDS suffering, Zonk is held in high regard among SoCal's medical marijuana community for the efficacious potency of his magic brownies. Unfazed by worldly success, he remains a true and gentle freak. After all, he humbly notes, I am but one dude. In this series. View all. When new books are released, we'll charge your default payment method for the lowest price available during the pre-order period. Update your device or payment method, cancel individual pre-orders or your subscription at Your Memberships & Subscriptions. There was an error. Reminds me of my big brother and I would love to have had Zonker as a brother. Thanks for publishing a book based solely on my favorite Doonesbury character. Read more. Dude in Book Titles. Dude: The Big Book of Zonker. A Dude’s Guide to the West. The Dude Martin Band Story. Dude, Whereâ€™s My Saxophone? Yankee Doodle Dandy. Useful Words. Address Turn To: مخاطب Û مکاتب Hona : speak to. "He addressed the crowd outside the window." Appearance Visual Aspect : Øلیا Hulia : outward or visible aspect of a person or thing. "Have you seen your appearance?"